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Need JavaScript, Python, Swift, or Flutter developers?

We’re here to help. Let’s build your sustainable tech team.





Request CVs 
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Software Development Company for Good 





Beetroot builds dedicated teams and software solutions that create an impact – for your business and the world. Employ our global tech expertise and Nordic business values to scale up and innovate.



	

Let’s develop 
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Top 1% 



of software development companies on Clutch
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60% 



of business is based on customer referrals
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CO2-Neutral 



offsetting unavoidable emissions by reforestation
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ISO 27001 



data security certification by Bureau Veritas






















Aren’t these software outsourcing challenges familiar? 






	




Local talent shortage 




You have to compete with tech giants to hire developers near you








	




Lack of flexibility 




Scaling your team up & down causes unbearable admin hassle








	




Slow hiring 




Acquiring senior programmers and QA engineers takes forever








	




Clash of cultures 




You struggle to integrate remote offshore developers into your team
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Leave behind the stress and risks of plain outsourcing. Beetroot introduces predictability, broad access to various skill sets, and a strategic partnership mindset to your tech development project.

Let’s solve your dev challenges






















Сore services for sustainable software development 





Whether you need to extend your tech team, save a mission-critical software project, or anything in between – we’re here to help.
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Dedicated Development Teams 




Best for strategic IT staff augmentation 


We build sustainable nearshore teams of software engineers and other tech experts. You manage your development projects and communicate with dedicated developers directly, while Beetroot takes care of infrastructure and supports you in maintaining a tight-knit, cohesive, and effective team in the long run.

Check more benefits









	




Software Development Services 




Best for quick project delivery 


In this setup, we provide you with extra capacity to solve a specific task or fix an unexpected problem. Leverage our cross-domain expertise and fast team sourcing to clear your backlog, accelerate time-to-market for your custom software solution, or test out the waters before committing to long-term team extension.

Check more benefits






















Companies like yours trust us 





Startups, tech product agencies, and enterprises around the world choose to work with Beetroot to reach their growth targets more efficiently. They love our social mission too.
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Featured Software Engineering & Design Services 





We help you design, develop, and deploy software solutions that streamline workflows, boost customer satisfaction, and increase revenues. Sustainably
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Mobile Application Development 




As an app developing company, we rely on the latest technologies to build UX-driven, high-performance, and flexible native and cross-platforms apps.
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Custom Web Development 




We build pixel-perfect, responsive, and scalable web apps that enable you to provide elegant and functional digital experiences to your customers.
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WordPress Development Services 




Beetroot is a trusted white label partner for your digital agency. From custom themes to WP plugins and headless WordPress, we’ll deliver solutions that drive sales.
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UX/UI Design Services 




Our skilled user experience consultants use the latest UI/UX architectures and technologies to help you create interfaces and UX flows that drive lasting engagement.
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Big Data Engineering Services 




From Big Data & Cloud solutions to Digital Transformation consulting and engineering, you can rely on our multidisciplinary BI expertise to enable resilient, future-proof growth.























Our expertise 






	



Wide range of industries, including EdTech, Healthcare, GreenTech, and Ecommerce








	



Custom services for development projects at any stage, including Discovery, Project Management, and DevOps








	



All popular programming languages and major platforms, including Python, React, Flutter, and Angular










	

Request a free discovery consultation 















What our customers say 





Your fellow business leaders and decision-makers choose Beetroot to bring both strong technical expertise and a collaborative, engaged attitude.
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The main, positive aspect of working with Beetroot is their Swedish mentality, which can be felt throughout the company. I know what to expect from the people there, and it’s encouraging. From a business perspective, this cooperation was a great success for us.
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Andreas Kühne, 


Product Owner at Apex 
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We appreciated Beetroot’s commitment to social responsibility and their internal culture. In our previous cooperation with offshore teams, we had certain miscommunication problems. But, with Beetroot, we built transparent dialogue and received answers to all our questions. Beetroot’s HR did a great job and the whole recruiting process was really fast and seamless.
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Sara Corneilusson, 


COO at Admentum 
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What we were looking for and found with Beetroot was close cooperation and proper employees. It’s always hard to start up a development team, and it doesn’t matter whether it is in Sweden or Ukraine. However, working with Beetroot, we can scale the benefits of someone taking care of all the administrative work, HR functions, or things like renting an office in Kyiv.
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Leo Berghald, 


CEO & Founder of Zwapgrid 
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For us it was important that the company was not just building what we asked, but also challenged us in our ask and provide consulting along the way. Furthermore, the mission of Beetroot very much aligned with our own, especially the social impact they try to make was a deciding factor for us.
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Maurits Barendregt, 


Founder & CTO of Hospi Housing 
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A smart and strategic way of scaling up 





Take advantage of our unique ecosystem of tech expertise to solve any software challenges or staffing needs you face.





	



Hire top-tier developers in nearshore European tech hubs








	



Add resiliency with us covering each step in the tech solution process, from education to product building








	



Streamline your workflow with our E2E custom app development








	



Ensure sustainability of your dedicated team through our people-centered culture








	



Cut hiring times and costs to weeks, not months








	



Build a strong MVP and speed up the go-to-market process








	



Scale up and down flexibly according to your project needs








	



Work with a purpose-driven partner with similar business values








	



Extend your company’s impact to Ukraine where we actively contribute to UN SDGs






















Featured software development project 





We help you design, develop, and deploy software solutions that streamline workflows, accelerate product performance, boost customer satisfaction, and increase revenues.
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AI/ML for Reforestation 


Beetroot helped the Amsterdam-based GreenTech company develop algorithms that process drone images and monitor tree health and growth, at scale. The project enabled the client to streamline operational processes and significantly expand their customer base.

See this and other cases



	
Golang 
	
PHP 
	
Python 




















Start now, scale fast 



Contact us to discuss how we can help you increase your tech capacity and accelerate your business growth.

Request a discovery consultation


















 

Holländargatan 20, 111 60 Stockholm, Sweden

Box 3352, 103 67

Email: [email protected]

Telephone: +46705188822
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